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Modeling the user state for context-aware spoken interaction
in ambient assisted living

David Griol · José Manuel Molina ·Zoraida Callejas

Abstract Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) systems must 
provide adapted services easily accessible by a wide vari-
ety of users. This can only be possible if the communication 
between the user and the system is carried out through an 
interface that is simple, rapid, effective, and robust. Natural 
language interfaces such as dialog systems fulfil  these req-
uisites, as they are based on a spoken conversation that re-
sembles human communication. In this paper, we enhance 
systems interacting in AAL domains by means of incor-
porating context-aware conversational agents that consider 
the external context of the interaction and predict the user’s 
state. The user’s state is built on the basis of their emotional 
state and intention, and it is recognized by means of a mod-
ule conceived as an intermediate phase between natural lan-
guage understanding and dialog management in the archi-
tecture of the conversational agent. This prediction, carried 
out for each user turn in the dialog, makes it possible to 
adapt the system dynamically to the user’s needs. We have 
evaluated our proposal developing a context-aware system 
adapted to patients suffering from chronic pulmonary dis-
eases, and provide a detailed discussion of the positive in-
fluenc  of our proposal in the success of the interaction, the

information and services provided, as well as the perceived
quality.

Keywords Ambient assisted living · Dialog systems ·
Context-awareness · Emotions · Human-computer
interaction · User adaptation · Spoken interaction · Web
interfaces

1 Introduction

The advances in virtual environments, monitoring technolo-
gies, intelligent decision support systems and natural inter-
faces constitute the basis for the new paradigm of perva-
sive healthcare [41, 45, 98, 106]. These new technologies
create a network of communication channels and hetero-
geneous systems that help individuals in a variety of situ-
ations, such as detecting the needs of health professionals
and patients [115, 141], healthcare interdisciplinary design
[12, 93], gamificatio and virtual environments [13, 17, 99],
physical activity and behavior evaluation [107, 126, 149],
therapy and rehabilitation [143, 166], supporting the elderly
[82, 91], monitoring sleep and affect [38, 147], gait and ex-
ercise evaluation [39, 126], in-home monitoring and mobile
healthcare [12, 71, 76, 146, 162], supporting medical deci-
sion [101], or psych-physiological sensing [4, 92].

Conversational interfaces [86, 94, 105, 113, 118] have
been proven useful for providing the general public with ac-
cess to telemedicine services, promoting patients’ involve-
ment in their own care, assisting in health care delivery, and
improving patient outcome [19]. Bickmore and Giorgino
define these systems as being “those automated systems
whose primary goal is to provide health communication with
patients or consumers primarily using natural language dia-
log” [19].
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During the last two decades, these interfaces have been
increasingly used in Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) pro-
viding services such as interviews [55, 117], counseling
[57, 70], chronic symptoms monitoring [23, 56, 97, 102],
medication prescription assistance and adherence [5, 22],
changing dietary behavior [44], promoting physical activ-
ity [51, 120], helping cigarette smokers quit [124], speech
therapy [131], and prognosis and diagnosis using different
techniques [60, 88].

The proposal that we present in this paper is focused
on the design of user-adapted healthcare systems in which
speech is the only modality used as input and output for
the system. On the one hand, speech and natural language
technologies allow users to access applications in which tra-
ditional input interfaces cannot be used (e.g. in-car applica-
tions, access for disabled persons, etc.). Also, speech-based
interfaces work seamlessly with small devices and allow
users to easily invoke local applications or access remote in-
formation. For this reason, conversational agents are becom-
ing a strong alternative to traditional graphical interfaces,
which might not be appropriate for all users and/or applica-
tions’ domains [118].

On the other hand, health dialog systems must confront
social, emotional and relational issues in order to enhance
patients satisfaction. For this reason, context-adaptation can
play a relevant role in speech applications for AAL. As de-
scribed in [75], context information can be divided into in-
ternal and external. The former describes the user state (e.g.
communication context and emotional state), whereas the
latter refers to the environment state (e.g. location and tem-
poral context). Although many works emphasize the impor-
tance of considering context information to solve the tasks
presented to the conversational agent by the user and to en-
hance the system performance in the communication task,
this information is not usually considered when designing
a dialog model [79, 140]. In addition, although previous
works have addressed user-adapted services in AAL appli-
cations [9, 19], most of them provide some infrastructure or
middleware to support the storage and management of infor-
mation, but few consider how to organize it so that it can be
easily adapted to new application domains.

For these reasons, our proposal is focused on the devel-
opment of spoken conversational agents interacting in AAL
domains providing not only a more natural and intelligent
interaction, but also context-aware functionalities adapted
to their location, preferences and needs. Our proposal inte-
grates both external and internal context to provide adapted
services.

With regard to external context, our proposal is based on
additional agents used to capture and provide this informa-
tion to the spoken conversational agent. Regarding internal
context, our proposal merges the traditional view of the di-
alog act theory, in which communicative acts are define

as intentions or goals, with the recent trends that consider
emotion as a vital part for social communication. To do so,
we contribute a user state prediction module which can be
easily incorporated in the typical architecture of a spoken
conversational agent and that is comprised of an intention
recognizer and an emotion recognizer. This way, the devel-
oped systems can anticipate the user’s needs by dynami-
cally adopting their goals and also providing them with un-
solicited comments and suggestions, as well as responding
immediately to interruptions and provide clarificatio ques-
tions.

We also describe an implementation of our proposal for
the development of a context-aware dialog system designed
for patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases.
The set of functionalities provided by the system includes
assessing the patient’s behavior since the last conversation,
collecting data to monitor the patients’ current state, provid-
ing feedback on this state, promoting medication adherence,
providing personalized tips or relevant educational material,
creating a self-report survey with questions assessing the
patient’s attitude towards the agent, and providing nearest
pharmacies on duty. The emotion recognition module in the
system is focused on preventing user frustration due to sys-
tem malfunctions by recognizing and reacting to user nega-
tive states (concretely to anger, boredom, and doubtfulness).
We have evaluated the developed system and assessed the
influenc of context information in the quality of the ac-
quired dialogs and the information provided. The results of
this detailed evaluation show that context information im-
proves system performance as well as its perceived quality.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2
we describe the motivation of our proposal and related work.
Section 3 presents in detail the design of context-aware con-
versational agents to provide adapted services. Section 4
shows a practical implementation of our proposal to gen-
erate a specifi system. In Sect. 5 we discuss the evaluation
results obtained by comparing two baseline versions of the
system with a context-aware version that adapts its behavior
integrating our proposal. Finally, in Sect. 6 we present the
conclusions and outline guidelines for future work.

2 Related work

As described in the introduction section, there are important
reasons why dialog-based technology has been applied in
healthcare. Dialog systems offer an innovative mechanism
for providing cost-effective healthcare services within reach
of patients who live in isolated regions, have financia or
scheduling constraints, or simply appreciate confidentialit
and privacy. Also, as they are based on speech, they are suit-
able for users with a wide range of computer, reading and
health literacy skills.
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In general healthcare, professionals can only dedicate a
very limited amount of time to each patient. Thus, patients
can feel intimidated to ask questions, or to ask for infor-
mation to be rephrased or simply uncomfortable to provide
confidentia information on face to face interviews. Many
studies have shown that patients are more honest with a
computer than a human clinician when disclosing poten-
tially stigmatizing behaviors such as alcohol consumption
and HIV risk behavior [2, 55]. Individuals with depression
may also fin a relational agent more approachable than a
clinician in many situations, making it more effective at de-
pression screening and counseling [21].

There exist different approaches to the use of natural lan-
guage systems in AAL domains. For text-based systems, an
interesting research line is the analysis of new valuable com-
munication methods, such as emoticons [156]. For example,
Lee et al. proposed the use of simple Smiley diagrams to
help in the early detection of depression after stroke (DAS)
[80]. Emoticons have a potential positive effect on vari-
ous factors including enjoyment, personal interaction, per-
ceived information richness, and perceived usefulness [69].
Ptaszynski et al. justify that although emoticons are em-
bedded in lexical form, they convey non-linguistic informa-
tion [122, 123]. However, they are promising among needy
groups such as those with expressive aphasia, low-education
levels or a language barrier.

Many systems have introduced relational agents and/or
embodied conversational agents (ECAs) designed to estab-
lish therapeutic alliance with users over time by means of
a potentially powerful and multimodal technology for de-
livering healthcare services [21, 34]. Most of these systems
have been developed following the basis for multimodal in-
teraction define by important projects like Smartkom [153,
154]. Smartkom’s interaction metaphor was based on the
idea that the user delegates a task to the virtual communi-
cation assistant which is visualized as a life-like character.
Among the input modalities considered there were spoken
dialog, graphical user interfaces, gestural interaction, facial
expressions, physical actions, and biometrics. In the output,
it provided an anthropomorphic user interface that combined
speech, gesture, and facial expressions.

More recent projects have also addressed very important
aspects in multimodal human-machine interaction like the
social acceptability of verbally interactive robots and agents,
with a special emphasis on their applicability as assistive
technologies (e.g. Sera Project [116]), or the possibility of
including additional capabilities such as memory, cognition,
or learning (e.g., Companions [35], Classic [164], LIREC
[83], Soprano [145], Humaine [6], Callas [16], Cogniron
[85], Semaine [18], or MUDIS [125]).

An important difference with respect to the type of sys-
tems in which we center our contribution, is that in our case
the interaction with the user is carried out using only speech,

and thus the system must rely solely in the information pro-
cessed from the user speech. To this respect, the architec-
ture designed in Smartkom centers on modality integration
and synchronization and how to solve inconsistencies by us-
ing the multimodal inputs to complement one another, thus
addresses dialog phenomena that arise specificall in mul-
timodal interaction. These relevant issues are different from
the challenge that we address, in which the different infor-
mation sources do not correspond to different modalities, but
to different agents that measure implicit information from
the user’s spoken input.

In spite of the described advances, a widely diffused
adoption of dialog systems in the medical domain is still far
from being a reality, mainly because of the inherent com-
plexity when simulating human conversations, and also be-
cause of the complexity of this specifi domain [127]. Most
dialog systems in the healthcare domain maintain a contin-
uous relation with patients through time with the main aim
of either eliciting changes in patients’ behaviors or habits,
monitoring chronic-conditions or assisting them under a
determined therapy. The interaction frequencies vary from
multiple times a day, to daily, to several times per week, to
once every few months, etc. In addition, the complete du-
ration of the dialog-based treatment can extend over a long
period (e.g., a month, several months, a few years or life-
time). This continuity forces dialogs to manage extensive
and persistent information about the different sessions of the
patient.

For these reasons, adaptation can play a relevant role in
speech applications for AAL. For example, different lev-
els of adaptation are described in [73]. The simplest one
is through personal profile in which the users make static
choices to customize the interaction (e.g. whether they want
a male or female system’s voice), which can be further im-
proved by classifying users into preferences’ groups. Sys-
tems can also adapt to the user environment, as in the case of
Ambient Intelligence applications [25, 169]. A more sophis-
ticated approach is to adapt the system to the user specifi
knowledge and expertise, in which case the main research
topics are the adaptation of systems to proficien y in the in-
teraction language [112], age [161], different user expertise
levels [49], and special needs [96]. Despite their complexity,
these characteristics are to some extent rather static. A more
complex degree of adaptation in which the system adapts to
the user’s intentions and state is also identifie [73].

In addition, users have diverse ways of communication
[59]. Novice users and experienced users may want the in-
terface to behave completely differently, such as maintain-
ing more guided versus more fl xible dialogs. Processing
context is not only useful to adapt the systems’ behavior, but
also to cope with the ambiguities derived from the use of nat-
ural language [140]. For instance, context information can
be used to resolve anaphoric references depending on the
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context of the dialog or the user location. The performance
of a dialog system also depends highly on the environmental
conditions, such as whether there are people speaking near
the system or the noise generated by other devices.

There exists a reduced number of context-aware speech
interfaces in the literature and they are usually applied to
very specifi domains [114, 129]. In our proposal we merge
context-awareness with speech interfaces in order to obtain
fully accessible and personalized web services and infor-
mation in hand-held devices. As stated in the previous sec-
tion, one of the most important contributions of our work
is to combine internal and external contextual information,
given that both are essential, to provide a useful personal-
ization and optimize the speech-based interface. Two main
aspects are considered for modeling the user behavior: the
user intention and the user emotional state. The next subsec-
tions discuss the state-of-the-art approaches for both types
of models and the advantages of our proposal.

2.1 Modeling the user intention

Different studies have emphasized the importance of the
variability in the AAL agent behavior to establish a social
bond with the user and to maintain their engagement over
long periods of time [19, 128]. To do this, a model of the
user-agent relationship is required, methods for updating it,
and its use in planning dialog and other interaction behaviors
[19]. The simplest approach consists in following a fi ed tra-
jectory based on the number of interactions or total contact
time with the user. However, determining automatically ap-
propriate types and amounts of behavior variability to main-
tain engagement and provide user adaptation remains an im-
portant area of research [133].

Research in techniques for user modeling has a long his-
tory within the field of language processing and speech
technologies. According to Zukerman and Litman [168],
very early examples of user modeling in these field are
dominated by knowledge-based formalisms and various
types of logic aimed at modeling the complex beliefs and
intentions of agents [27, 46, 103, 133]. Grosz and Sidner an-
alyzed the discourse structure as composed of the linguistic
structure, the intentional structure, and an attentional state
[58, 65].

In more recent years, dialog systems have tended to fo-
cus on cooperative, task-oriented rather than conversational
forms of dialog, so that user models are now typically less
complex. It is possible to classify the different approaches
with regard to the level of abstraction at which they model
dialog. This can be either at the acoustic level, the word level
or the intention-level. The latter is a particularly useful and
compact representation of human-computer interaction. In-
tentions cannot be observed, but they can be described using
the speech-act and dialog-act theories [139, 148].

The notion of a dialog act plays a key role in studies of
dialog, in particular in the interpretation of communicative
behavior of dialog participants, in building annotated dialog
corpora, and in the design of dialog management systems for
spoken human-computer dialog. A dialog act has two main
components: a communicative function and a semantic con-
tent. A standard representation for dialog act annotation is
proposed in [29], which makes uniform the semantic anno-
tation of dialog corpora. Thus, it provides a standard rep-
resentation for the output provided by the SLU module in
dialog systems and its communication with the dialog man-
ager.

In recent years, simulation on the intention-level has been
most popular [133]. This approach was firs used by [84]
and has been adopted in later work on user simulation by
most research groups [42, 54, 119, 136]. Modeling interac-
tion on the intention-level avoids the need to reproduce the
enormous variety of human language on the level of speech
signals [8, 158] or word sequences [53, 87].

The main purpose of a user intention model in this fiel
is to improve the usability of a conversational agent through
the generation of corpora with interactions between the sys-
tem and the user model [108], reducing time and effort re-
quired for collecting large samples of interactions with real
users. The user model can be employed to evaluate different
aspects of a conversational agent, particularly at the earlier
stages of development, or to determine the effects of changes
to the system’s functionalities (e.g., evaluate confirmatio
strategies or introduce errors or unpredicted answers in or-
der to evaluate the capacity of the dialog manager to react to
unexpected situations).

Two main approaches can be distinguished to the creation
of user intention models: rule-based and data or corpus-
based. In a rule-based user model, different rules determine
the behavior of the system [40, 87]. In this approach the re-
searcher has complete control over the design of the evalu-
ation study. However, these proposals are usually designed
ad-hoc for their specifi domain using models and standards
in which developers must specify each step to be followed
by the user model. This way, the adaptation of the hand-
crafted designed models to new tasks is a time-consuming
process that implies a considerable effort.

Corpus-based approaches use probabilistic methods to
generate the user input, with the advantage that this uncer-
tainty can better reflec the unexpected behaviors of users
interacting with the system. Statistical models of user in-
tention have been suggested as the solution to the lack of
the data that is required for training and evaluating dialog
strategies. Using this approach, the conversational agent can
explore the space of possible dialog situations and learn en-
hanced strategies [133].

In [48], Eckert, Levin and Pieraccini introduced the use
of statistical models to predict the next user action by means
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of a n-gram model. The proposed model has the advantage
of being both statistical and task-independent. Its weak point
is that it approximates the complete history of the dialog by
a bigram model. In [84], the bigram model is modifie by
considering only a set of possible user answers following a
given system action (the Levin model). Both models have
the drawback of assuming that every user response depends
only on the previous system turn. Therefore, they allow that
the user model changes objectives continuously or repeats
information previously provided.

Georgila, Henderson and Lemon propose the use of
HMMs, definin a more detailed description of the user
states and considering an extended representation of the his-
tory of the dialog [54]. A dialog is represented as a sequence
of Information States [26, 105]. Two different methodolo-
gies are described to select the next user action given a his-
tory of information states. The firs method uses n-grams
[48], whereas the second is based on the use of a linear com-
bination of 290 characteristics to calculate the probability of
every action for a specifi state.

In [134], a new technique is presented for user modeling
based on explicit representations of the user goal and the
user agenda. The user agenda is a structure that contains the
pending user dialog acts that are needed to elicit the infor-
mation specifie in the goal. In [135], the agenda-based sim-
ulator is used to train a statistical Partially Observable MDP
(POMDP)-based dialog manager [151]. The main drawback
of this approach is that the large state space of practical con-
versational agents makes its direct representation intractable
[165]. Another disadvantage of the POMDP methodology is
that the optimization process is free to choose any action at
any time.

A data-driven user intention simulation method is pre-
sented in [74] that integrates diverse user discourse knowl-
edge (cooperative, corrective, and self-directing). User in-
tention is modeled based on logistic regression and Markov
logic framework. Human dialog knowledge is designed into
two layers: domain and discourse knowledge, and it is in-
tegrated with the data-driven model in generation time. Re-
cent studies have also addressed important points related to
the use of semantic agents, multilevel concepts and behav-
ioral model [47], automatic user-profil generation [50], or
using physiological signals to detect natural interactive be-
haviors [89, 100]. A statistical user model supported by a R-
Tree structure and several search spaces is presented in [31].
This work also describes a framework for the comparative
evaluation of statistical user models. User models have been
recently applied to the web in a variety of applications, such
as discovering user behavior patterns and interests [77, 144],
building semantic social network-based expert systems [43],
designing recommendation systems [52], or developing per-
sonalized e-news systems [36].

As will be described in Sect. 3.1, our proposed user inten-
tion simulation technique is based on a classificatio process

that considers the complete dialog history by incorporating
several knowledge sources, combining statistical and heuris-
tic information to enhance the dialog model. The proposed
technique presents important differences with respect to user
intention modeling in multimodal systems (e.g. Smartkom),
in which the main objective is to rank the remaining inter-
pretation hypotheses for the different input modalities (con-
fidenc in the speech recognition result, confidenc in the
gesture recognition result, confidenc in the speech under-
standing result, planning act, and object reference) and ob-
tain a completely instantiated domain object.

2.2 Modeling the user emotional state

Although emotion is receiving increasing attention from the
dialog systems community, most research described in the
literature is devoted exclusively to emotion recognition. For
example, a comprehensive and updated review can be found
in [10, 138].

Emotions affect the explicit message conveyed during the
interaction and is frequently mentioned in the literature as
the most important factor in establishing a working alliance
in AAL applications [20, 22]. They change people’s voices,
facial expressions, gestures, and speech speed; this is a phe-
nomenon addressed as emotional coloring [1]. This effect
can be of great importance for the interpretation of the user
input.

Emotions can also affect the actions that the user chooses
to communicate with the system. According to [159], emo-
tion can be understood more widely as a manipulation of the
range of interaction affordances available to each counter-
part in a conversation. They have also been recently consid-
ered as a very important factor of influenc in the decision
making processes. For instance, a context-aware model of
emotions that can be used to design intelligent agents en-
dowed with emotional capabilities is described in [90]. The
study is complemented by also modeling personalities and
mood [130].

Despite its benefits the recognition of emotions in di-
alog systems presents important challenges which are still
unresolved. The firs challenging issue is that the way a cer-
tain emotion is expressed generally depends on the speak-
ers, their culture, and their environment [24]. Most work
has focused on monolingual emotion classification making
an assumption there is no cultural difference among speak-
ers. However, the task of multi-lingual classificatio has also
been investigated [68].

Another problem is that some emotional states are long-
term (e.g. sadness), while others are transient and do not
last for more than a few minutes. As a consequence, it
is not clear which emotion the automatic emotion recog-
nizer will detect: the long-term emotion or the transient one.
Thus, it is not trivial to select the categories being analyzed
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and classifie by an automatic emotion recognizer. Linguists
have define extensive inventories of daily emotional states.
A typical set is given by Schubiger [137] and O’Connor and
Arnold [111], which contains 300 emotional states. How-
ever, how to classify such a large number of emotions, or
even if it is tractable or practical, remains an open research
question.

Also there is not a clear agreement about which speech
features are most powerful in distinguishing between emo-
tions. The acoustic variability introduced by the existence of
different sentences, speakers, speaking styles, and speaking
rates adds another obstacle because these properties directly
affect most of the common extracted speech features such as
pitch, and energy contours [11].

Related to these problems, some corpus developers pre-
fer the number of utterances for each emotion to be almost
the same in order to properly evaluate the classificatio ac-
curacy. While balanced utterances are useful for controlled
scientifi analysis and experiments, they may reduce the va-
lidity of the data. For this reason, many other researchers
prefer that the distribution of the emotions in the database
reflect their real-world frequency [104, 163]. In this case,
the number of neutral utterances should be the largest in
the emotional speech corpus. In addition, the recorded utter-
ances in most emotional speech databases are not produced
in the conversational domain of the system [81]. Therefore,
utterances may lack some naturalness since it is believed that
most emotions are outcomes of our response to different sit-
uations.

Very recently, other authors have developed effective di-
alog models which take into account both emotions and di-
alog acts. The dialog model proposed by [121] combined
three different submodels: an emotional model describing
the transitions between user emotional states during the in-
teraction regardless of the data content, a plain dialog model
describing the transitions between existing dialog states re-
gardless of the emotions, and a combined model including
the dependencies between combined dialog and emotional
states. Then, the next dialog state was derived from a com-
bination of the plain dialog model and the combined model.
In our proposal, we employ statistical techniques for infer-
ring user acts, which makes it easier to port it to different
application domains. Also the proposed architecture is mod-
ular and thus makes it possible to employ different emotion
and intention recognizers, as the intention recognizer is not
linked to the dialog manager as in [121].

Van de Wal and Kowalczyk have recently presented a sys-
tem that automatically measures changes in the emotional
state of the speaker by analyzing their voice [155]. The sys-
tem was evaluated using natural non-acted human speech of
77 speakers. Chen et al. have also recently introduced an
approach that combines acoustic information and emotional
point information by means of SVMs, HMMs, and a soft
decision strategy [37].

Bui et al. [28] based their model on POMDPs that adapt
the dialog strategy to the user actions and emotional states,
which are the output of an emotion recognition module.
Their model was tested in the development of a route navi-
gation system for rescues in an unsafe tunnel in which users
could experience f ve levels of stress. In order to reduce the
computational cost required for solving the POMDP prob-
lem for dialog systems in which many emotions and dia-
log acts might be considered, the authors employ decision
networks to complement POMDPs. As will be described in
Sect. 3.2, we propose an alternative to this statistical model-
ing which can also be used in realistic conversational agents
and evaluate it in a less emotional application domain in
which emotions are produced more subtly.

Different works on audiovisual emotion recognition [66,
95, 157, 167] have shown that facial expression is a bet-
ter indicator than voice for most emotions. Thus, being able
to disambiguate one with the other in a multimodal system
produces better results. For example, in SmartKom the re-
sults of a recognizer of emotional prosody [14] are merged
with the results of a recognizer for affective facial expres-
sion [152].

In our case, we count only with the acoustic channel; we
carry out a prosody processing procedure like in SmartKom,
but additionally, we consider other sources in order to obtain
better recognition rates (as we cannot rely on other modali-
ties). This is particularly interesting in systems in which the
dialog is less fl xible, where the length of the user utterances
may be insufficien to enable other knowledge sources like
linguistic information to be employed. That is why we pro-
pose to take into account information from the user model as
well as information related to the context of the dialog that
may influenc the user’s emotional state. This way, restrict-
ing a multimodal approach to a single modality (only voice)
is not equivalent to our proposal, as we include additional
sources of information that deal with the specifi challenges
of unimodal emotional processing.

3 Context-aware conversational agents to provide
adapted services

Our proposal is built on top of the multiagent architecture
proposed in [63], adding the capabilities of context manage-
ment and user adaptation. As it can be observed in Fig. 1,
our architecture consists of different types of agents that co-
operate to provide an adapted service. User agents access
the system by means of mobile devices or PDAs. Provider
Agents supply the different services in the system and are
bound to Conversational Agents that provide the specifi
services. A Facilitator Agent links the different positions to
the providers and services define in the system. A Position-
ing Agent communicates with the ARUBA positioning sys-
tem to extract and transmit positioning information to other
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Fig. 1 Architecture proposed to provide context-aware information and services by means of conversational agents

agents in the system. Finally, a Context-Management Agent
generates and updates user profile that are used by the Con-
versational Agents to dynamically adapt their behavior, tak-
ing into account the preferences detected in the users’ previ-
ous dialogs and the information related to the environment
for the current interaction.

We have implemented the Facilitator System using the
Appear IQ Platform (AIQ).1 The platform features a dis-
tributed modular architecture that supports multiple network
configuration and can be deployed as a distributed system.
It consists of two main modules: the Appear Context Engine
(ACE) and the Appear Client (AC).

The ACE implements a rules engine, where the domain-
specifi rules that are define determine what should be

1http://www.appearnetworks.com.

available to whom, and where and when it should be avail-
able. These rules are fire by a context-awareness runtime
environment, which gathers all known context information
about a device and produces a context profil for that device.
In our system, the define context parameters include physi-
cal location, date/time, device type, network IP address, and
user language.

The ACE is installed in a server, while the ACs are in-
cluded in the users’ devices. The network management is
carried out by the Appear Context Proxy (ACP), which elim-
inates unnecessary traffi thus ensuring bandwidth for new
user requests, and keeps a cache of active user sessions and
most accessed information and services. When a wireless
device enters the network, it immediately establishes the
connection with a local proxy that evaluates the position of
the client device and initiates a remote connection with the
server. Once the client is in contact with the server, it pro-
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vides the set of applications the user can access depending
on his physical position.

Given the number of operations that must be carried out
by a conversational agent, the scheme used for the devel-
opment of these systems usually includes several generic
modules that deal with multiple knowledge sources and that
must cooperate to satisfy the user’s requirements. With this
premise, a dialog system can be described in terms of the fol-
lowing modules. The Automatic Speech Recognition module
(ASR) transforms the user utterance into the most proba-
ble sequence of words. The Natural Language Understand-
ing module (NLU) provides a semantic representation of the
meaning of the sequence of words generated by the ASR
module. The Dialog Manager determines the next action
to be taken by the system following a dialog strategy. The
Web Query Manager receives requests for web services, pro-
cesses the information, and returns the result to the dialog
manager. The Natural Language Generator module (NLG)
receives a formal representation of the system action and
generates a user response that can include multimodal infor-
mation (video, data tables, images, gestures, etc.). Finally, a
Text to Speech Synthesizer (TTS) generates the audio signal
transmitted to the user.

We propose a framework for predicting the user state
that can be integrated in the architecture of a conversational
agent as shown in Fig. 1. As can be observed, the frame-
work is placed between the natural language understanding
and the dialog management phases. The framework is com-
prised of an emotion recognizer, an intention recognizer and
a user state composer. The emotion recognizer detects the
user emotional state by extracting an emotion category from
the voice signal and the dialog history. The intention recog-
nizer takes the semantic representation of the user input and
predicts the next user action. Then, in the user state com-
position phase, a data structure is built from the emotion
and intention recognized and passed on to the dialog man-
ager.

Our proposal for developing the intention and emotion
recognizers allows designing transmutable systems that can
engage in many different types of tasks in various usage sce-
narios. This feature also facilitates the portability and scal-
ability of the developed systems to a wide range of hard-
ware platforms. As in the case of the important projects and
architectures previously described in Sect. 2, our proposal
combines valuable aspects that model human-human inter-
action, which is focused on spoken interaction in our pro-
posal.

The complete interaction with the proposed architecture
is as follows. Once the user is detected in the network by
the ACP, it evaluates the position of the client device and
initiates a remote connection with the ACE. The ACE gath-
ers all known information about the device, the user and his
context including physical location, date/time, device type,

user roles, network IP address range, user locale and other
customized context providers. The Context Profil is gen-
erated by the Context Engine and then transmitted to the
client. This transmission is shown as icons on the hand-held
device of the user interface. Then, the client decides which
service to pull by clicking on the corresponding icon. Once
the resource is available on the device, the installation pro-
ceeds.

The user selects the spoken communication interface to
receive the information. Immediately, the ACE informs the
conversational agent about his identificatio and current lo-
cation. Using such information, the conversational agent se-
lects the profil of the recognized user and communicates
this information to the different modules of the dialog man-
ager. Each module uses this knowledge to load its specifi
information and models.

The user starts the interaction with the conversational
agent. Throughout the interaction, each module can update
the active user profile Depending on the information that is
modified the Context-Management Agent sends the value
of the new features only to the modules in the conversa-
tional agent that require such information. At the end of the
interaction, the user profil is updated using the information
acquired during the last dialog session. The service is dis-
carded when a user leaves the network or if a context condi-
tion has changed for a service.

3.1 The user intention recognizer

The methodology that we have developed for modeling the
user intention extends our previous work in statistical mod-
els for dialog management [62]. We defin user intention
as the predicted next user action to fulfil their objective
in the dialog. It is computed taking into account the infor-
mation provided by the user throughout the dialog history,
and the last system turn. The formal description of the pro-
posed model is as follows. Let Ai be the output of the dialog
system (the system response) at time i, expressed in terms
of dialog acts. Let Ui be the semantic representation of the
user intention. We represent a dialog as a sequence of pairs
(system-turn, user-turn)

(A1,U1), . . . , (Ai,Ui), . . . , (An,Un)

where A1 is the greeting turn of the system, and Un is the
last user turn.

We refer to a pair (Ai,Ui) as Si , the state of the dialog
sequence at time i. Given the representation of a dialog as
this sequence of pairs, the objective of the user intention rec-
ognizer at time i is to select an appropriate user response Ui .
This selection is a local process for each time i, which takes
into account the sequence of dialog states that precede time
i and the system answer at time i. If the most likely user
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intention level Ui is selected at each time i, the selection is
made using the following maximization rule:

Ûi = argmax
Ui∈U

P(Ui |S1, . . . , Si−1,Ai)

where set U contains all the possible user answers.
As the number of possible sequences of states is very

large, we establish a partition in this space (i.e., in the his-
tory of the dialog up to time i). Let URi be what we call
user register at time i. The user register can be define as a
data structure that contains information about concepts and
attributes values provided by the user throughout the pre-
vious dialog history. The information contained in URi is
a summary of the information provided by the user up to
time i. That is, the semantic interpretation of the user utter-
ances during the dialog and the information that is contained
in the user profile

The user profil is comprised of the user’s:

– Id and user’s name, which he can use to log in to the sys-
tem.

– Gender.
– Experience, which can be either 0 for novel users (firs

time the user calls the system) or the number of times the
user has interacted with the system.

– Skill level, estimated taking into account the level of ex-
pertise, the duration of their previous dialogs, the time
that was necessary to access a specifi content, and
the date of the last interaction with the system. A low,
medium, high, or expert level is assigned using these mea-
sures.

– Most frequent objective of the user.
– Medical profil configure by the specialist, including

primary medications and prescribed doses, changes in the
level of physiological parameters (e.g. blood pressure),
time of day the user is likely to use the system, whether
patient is able to engage in brisk walking as a form of
physical activity, name and social relation of a friend or
family member who can provide support to the user if
needed.

– Reference to the location of all the information regarding
the previous interactions and the corresponding objective
and subjective parameters for the user.

– Parameters of the user neutral voice as will be explained
in Sect. 3.2.

The partition that we establish in this space is based on
the assumption that two different sequences of states are
equivalent if they lead to the same UR. After applying the
above considerations and establishing the equivalence rela-
tions in the histories of dialogs, the selection of the best Ui

is given by:

Ûi = argmax
Ui∈U

P(Ui |URi−1,Ai)

To recognize the user intention, we assume that the exact
values for the attributes provided by the user are not signif-
icant. They are important for accessing the databases and
constructing the system prompts. However, the only infor-
mation necessary to determine the user intention and their
objective in the dialog is the presence or absence of con-
cepts and attributes. Therefore, the values of the attributes
in the UR are coded in terms of three values 0, 1, 2, where
each value has the following meaning:

– 0: The concept is not activated, or the value of the attribute
has not yet been provided by the user.

– 1: The concept or attribute is activated with a confidenc
score that is higher than a given threshold (between 0
and 1). The confidenc score is provided during the recog-
nition and understanding processes and can be increased
by means of confirmatio turns.

– 2: The concept or attribute is activated with a confidenc
score that is lower than the given threshold.

Based on our previous work on dialog management, we
propose the use of a classificatio process to predict the
user intention following the previous equation. Specificall ,
we use a multilayer perceptron (MLP) for the classification
where the input layer received the current situation of the
dialog, which is represented by the term (URi−1, Ai ). The
values of the output layer can be viewed as the a posteriori
probability of selecting the different user intention given the
current situation of the dialog.

3.2 The emotion recognizer

As our architecture has been designed to be highly modu-
lar, different emotion recognizers could be employed within
it. We propose to use an emotion recognizer based solely
in acoustic and dialog information because in most appli-
cation domains the user utterances are not long enough for
the linguistic parameters to be significan for the detection
of emotions.

Our recognition method, based on the previous work de-
scribed in [32, 33], firstl takes acoustic information into ac-
count to distinguish between the emotions which are acous-
tically more different, and secondly, it uses dialog informa-
tion to disambiguate between those that are more similar. We
are interested in recognizing negative emotions that might
discourage users from employing the system again or even
lead them to abort an ongoing dialog. Concretely, we have
considered three negative emotions: anger, boredom, and
doubtfulness, where the latter refers to a situation in which
the user is uncertain about what to do next.

Following the proposed approach, our emotion recog-
nizer employs acoustic information to distinguish anger
from doubtfulness or boredom and dialog information to
discriminate between doubtfulness and boredom, which are
more difficul to discriminate only by using phonetic cues.
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This process is shown in Fig. 2. As can be observed, the
emotion recognizer always chooses one of the three nega-
tive emotions under study, not taking neutral into account.
This is due to the difficult of distinguishing neutral from
emotional speech in spontaneous utterances when the ap-
plication domain is not highly affective. This is the case of
most spoken dialog systems, in which a baseline algorithm
which always chooses “neutral” would have a very high ac-
curacy, which is difficul to improve by classifying the rest
of emotions that are very subtly produced. Instead of con-
sidering neutral as another emotional class, we calculate the
most likely non-neutral category and then the dialog man-
ager employs the intention information together with this
category to decide whether to take the user input as emo-
tional or neutral.

The firs step for emotion recognition is feature extrac-
tion. The aim is to compute features from the speech input
which can be relevant for the detection of emotion in the
users’ voice. We extracted the most representative selection
from the list of 60 features shown in Table 1. The feature
selection process is carried out from a corpus of dialogs on

Fig. 2 Schema of the emotion recognizer

demand; this way, when new dialogs are available, the selec-
tion algorithms can be executed again, and the list of repre-
sentative features can be updated. The features are selected
by majority voting of a forward selection algorithm, a ge-
netic search, and a ranking filte using the default values of
their respective parameters provided by Weka [160].

The second step of the emotion recognition process is
feature normalization, with which the features extracted in
the previous phase are normalized around the user’s neutral
speaking style. This enables us to make more representa-
tive classifications as it might happen that a user ‘A’ always
speaks very fast and loudly, while a user ‘B’ always speaks
in a very relaxed way. Then, some acoustic features may be
the same for ‘A’ neutral as for ‘B’ angry, which would make
the automatic classificatio fail for one of the users if the
features are not normalized.

As described in Sect. 3.1, the values for all features in
the neutral style are stored in a user profile They are cal-
culated as the most frequent values of the user’s previous
utterances which have been annotated as neutral. This can
be done when the user logs in to the system before starting
the dialog. If the system does not have information about the
identity of the user, we take the firs user utterance as neutral
assuming that he is not placing the telephone call already in
a negative emotional state.

Once we have obtained the normalized features, we
classify the corresponding utterance with a multilayer per-
ceptron (MLP) into two categories: angry and doubt-
ful_or_bored. The precision values obtained with the MLP
are discussed in detail in [33], where we evaluated the ac-
curacy of the initial version of this emotion recognizer. If
an utterance is classifie as angry, the emotional category is
passed to the user state composer, which merges it with the
intention information to represent the current mental state of
the user. If the utterance is classifie as doubtful_or_bored,
it is passed through an additional step in which it is classifie
according to two dialog parameters: depth and width. Dialog
context is considered for emotion recognition by calculating
these parameters.

Table 1 Features employed for emotion detection from the acoustic signal [15, 67, 104, 150]

Groups Features Physiological changes related to emotion

Pitch Minimum value, maximum value, mean, median, standard deviation,
value in the firs voiced segment, value in the last voiced segment,
correlation coefficient slope, and error of the linear regression

Tension of the vocal folds and the sub
glottal air pressure

First two formant frequencies
and their bandwidths

Minimum value, maximum value, range, mean, median, standard
deviation and value in the firs and last voiced segments

Vocal tract resonances

Energy Minimum value, maximum value, mean, median, standard deviation,
value in the firs voiced segment, value in the last voiced segment,
correlation, slope, and error of the energy linear regression

Vocal effort, arousal of emotions

Rhythm Speech rate, duration of voiced segments, duration of unvoiced
segments, duration of longest voiced segment and number of
unvoiced segments

Duration and stress conditions
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Depth represents the total number of dialog turns up to a
particular point of the dialog, whereas width represents the
total number of extra turns needed throughout a subdialog to
confir or repeat information. This way, the emotion recog-
nizer has information about the situations in the dialog that
may lead to certain negative emotions, e.g. a very long di-
alog might increase the probability of boredom, whereas a
dialog in which most turns were employed to confir data
can make the user angry.

The computation of depth and width is carried out ac-
cording to the dialog history, which is stored in log files
Depth is initialized to 1 and incremented with each new user
turn, as well as each time the interaction goes backwards
(e.g. to the main menu). Width is initialized to 0 and is in-
creased by 1 for each user turn generated to confirm repeat
data or ask the system for help.

Then, the dialog manager tailors the next system answer
to the user state by changing the help providing mechanisms,
the confirmatio strategy, and the interaction fl xibility. The
conciliation strategies adopted are, following the constraints
define in [30], straightforward and well delimited in order
not to make the user lose focus on the task. They are as fol-
lows:

– If the recognized emotion is doubtful and the user has
changed his behavior several times during the dialog, the
dialog manager changes to a system-directed initiative
and adds at the end of each prompt a help message de-
scribing the available options. This approach is also se-
lected when the user profil indicates that the user is non-
expert (or if there is no profil for the current user), and
when his firs utterances are classifie as doubtful.

– In the case of anger, if the dialog history shows that there
have been many errors during the interaction, the sys-
tem apologizes and switches to DTMF (Dual-Tone Multi-
Frequency) mode. If the user is assumed to be angry but
the system is not aware of any error, the system’s prompt
is rephrased with more agreeable phrases and the user is
advised that they can ask for help at any time.

– In the case of boredom, if there is information available
from other interactions of the same user, the system tries
to infer from those dialogs what the most likely objective
of the user might be. If the detected objective matches
the predicted intention, the system takes the information
for granted and uses implicit confirmations For example,
if a student always asks for subjects of a certain degree,
the system can directly disambiguate a subject if it is in
several degrees.

– In any other case, the emotion is assumed to be neutral,
and the next system prompt is decided only on the basis of
the user intention and the user profil (i.e., considering his
preferences, previous interactions, and expertise level).

4 Evaluation scenario: patients with domiciliary
oxygen therapy

Domiciliary oxygen therapy has been used during the last
f ve decades to alleviate reduced arterial oxygenation (hy-
poxemia) and its consequences [7, 72]. It is considered to
be the only therapeutic approach that can prolong survival
in patients with chronic pulmonary diseases. This therapy
is also aimed at relieving dyspnea and improving exercise
capacity and sleep quality. Patients have portable cylinders,
concentrators and portable liquid systems as well a pulse
oximeter that monitors the oxygen saturation of a patient’s
blood and changes in blood volume in the skin. The pulse
oximeter is usually incorporated into a multiparameter pa-
tient monitor, which also monitors and displays the pulse
rate and blood pressure [142].

We have applied our proposed architecture to develop
and evaluate an adaptive system that provides context-aware
functionalities oriented to these patients. The system is ca-
pable of greeting the patient, conducting a chat, assessing
the patient’s behavior since the last conversation, collecting
data to monitor the patients’ current state, providing feed-
back on this behavior, setting new behavioral goals for the
patient to work towards before the next conversation, pro-
moting medication adherence, providing personalized tips
or relevant educational material, creating a self-report sur-
vey with questions assessing the patient’s attitude towards
the agent, providing nearest pharmacies on duty, and per-
sonalized farewell exchanges. The information offered to
the patient is extracted from different web pages. Several
databases are also used to store this information and auto-
matically update the data that is included in the application.

The greeting and farewell functionalities have been de-
signed to achieve the personalization of the system right
from the beginning of the interaction, modifying the struc-
ture of the initial and ending prompts to incorporate not only
the name of the patient, but also additional functionalities
like encouraging them to follow personalized advices.

Given that continuous control and monitoring is a key
factor for these diseases, this is one of the main functional-
ities of the system. The data collected by the system using
VoiceXML file 2 are the patient’s oxygen saturation level,
heart rate, and blood pressure (systolic and diastolic values).
The system validates and analyzes the data, providing some
immediate feedback to the patients regarding their current
progress as well as communicating the results to doctors at
the hospital who are able to review the patient’s progress
graphically and deal with alerts generated by the system
concerning abnormal developments.

The evolution of the patient is also taken into account
in the personalized tips functionality (e.g., “drink often to

2http://www.w3.org/TR/voicexml20/.
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Input sentence:
I would like to know my last oxygen saturation level and pharmacies
on duty today.
Semantic interpretation:
(Survey)

Query_type: OxygenSaturation_Level
(Pharmacies_Duty)

Date: Today

Fig. 3 An example of the labeling of a user turn for the described
system

avoid dehydration”, “keep a varied and balanced diet”, “try
to keep in the same weight”, “avoid caffeine and salty food”,
“eat in a relaxed environment without hurry”, “visit the doc-
tor at the firs evidence of cold or influenza” etc.). Also
for these patients it is important to receive support, as they
sometimes suffer from anxiety and diminished self-esteem
because the illness deeply affects their social life.

The chat functionality extends this goal by means of per-
sonalized forms related to educational hints explaining de-
tails of their illness (e.g., how the respiratory system works
and what are the consequences of their treatment so that they
can better face them). The medication adherence functional-
ity emulates previous works [5, 22] to remind patients to
take all their medications as prescribed in the medical pro-
file Finally, the pharmacies functionality is based on dy-
namic information automatically provided by the system
and related to the current location of the terminal and the
daily updated list of pharmacies on duty.

We have define ten concepts to represent the differ-
ent queries that the user can perform (Greeting, Chat, Log-
book, Feedback, Tips, Goals, Medication, Pharmacies, Sur-
vey, and Farewell). Three task-independent concepts have
also been define for the task (Affirmatio , Negation, and
Not-Understood). A total of 109 system actions (dialog acts)
were define taking into account the information that is re-
quired by the system to provide the requested information
for each one of the queries. For instance, for the logbook
functionality, users must provide four attributes (Oxygen-
Saturation, Heart-Rate, Systolic-Pressure, and Diastolic-
Pressure).

An example of the semantic interpretation of a user utter-
ance is shown in Fig. 3.

The UR define for the task is a sequence of 123 fields
corresponding to:

– The 10 concepts define for the dialog act representation.
– The total of 109 possible attributes for the concepts.
– The 3 task-independent concepts that users can provide

(Acceptance, Rejection, and Not-Understood).
– A reference to the user profile Configuratio parameters

in the user profil are entered via a form, and consist of
the different items described in Sect. 3.1.

As the intention recognizer and the emotion recognizer
modules in the system iteratively improve and adapt their

operation as the number of user interactions with the system
increases, users are required to complete the information
corresponding to their user profil before the firs interaction
with the system. As it has been described in Sect. 3.1, this
profil includes generic features (as the user’s name and gen-
der) and task-dependent features (in our case, the patient’s
medical profile)

Regarding the emotion recognizer, we have carried out
a study in which three human annotators have tagged the
emotions they detected in the interactions between the users
and the system from a list of the 12 emotions considered
in the paper. As a result, they did not detect a significan
number of positive emotions or negative emotions different
from the ones used in this study. The block of parameters
related to the user’s neutral voice is especially important for
this module. For this reason, users have also been required
to train the system to their specifi characteristics of their
voice before interacting with the system for the firs time.
As it has been explained in Sect. 3.2, these parameters are
updated in the following dialogs with the system. To avoid
over-specialization, the application adapts to each user, stor-
ing their specifi models in each terminal.

The architecture of the system used for the experimental
setup includes a VoiceXML-compliant IVR platform, which
also provides the ASR and TTS modules, and telephone ac-
cess. The system prompts and the grammars for automatic
speech recognition are also implemented in VoiceXML-
compliant formats (e.g., Java Speech Grammar Format or
JSGF, and Speech Recognition Grammar Specificatio or
SRGS); and the VoiceXML file include each specifi sys-
tem prompt define for the system and a reference to a gram-
mar that define the valid user inputs for the corresponding
prompt. The emotion recognizer, the intention recognizer
and the user state composer for the context-aware system
are stored in an external web server and includes the data
structure corresponding to the User Register and the trained
neural networks. The result generated by the dialog man-
ager informs the IVR platform about the most probable sys-
tem prompt to be selected for the current dialog state. Then,
the platform selects the corresponding VoiceXML fil and
reproduces it to the user.

A previously developed automatic user simulation tech-
nique [61] has been employed to generate the dialog corpus
required for learning the neural networks for the emotion
recognizer and the intention recognizer in the context-aware
system. This simulator carries out the functions of the ASR
and NLU modules. An additional error simulator module is
used to perform error generation and the addition of ASR
confidenc scores. The number of errors that are introduced
in the recognized sentence can be modifie to adapt the er-
ror simulator module to the operation of any ASR and NLU
modules.
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For these experiments, we have adapted this simulator
to generate simulated user intentions following the seman-
tics define for the system. As in the intention recognizer,
the user simulation generates the user intention level; that
is, the user simulator provides concepts and attributes that
represent the intention of the user utterance. Additionally,
we have added as a novel function the simulation of the
output of the emotion recognizer. In order to do so, the se-
lection of the possible users’ emotions coincides with the
set described for the development of our emotion recog-
nizer for the system (boredom, anger, doubtfulness, and neu-
tral).

To generate the emotion label for each turn of the sim-
ulated user, we employ a rule-based approach based on
dialog information similar to the threshold method em-
ployed as a second step in the emotion recognizer de-
scribed in Sect. 3.2. In each case, the method chooses ran-
domly (0.5 probabilities) between an emotion (doubtful,
bored, or angry) and neutral. The probability of choosing
the emotion rises to 0.7 when the same emotion was cho-
sen in the previous turn, which allows simulating mod-
erate changes of the emotional state. Although the sim-
ulated users resemble the behavior of the real users in
the initial corpus acquired for the task (the changes in
the emotional state correspond to the same transitions ob-
served in the dialog states), they are more emotional, as
the probability of neutral in this corpus was 0.85. This
way, it is possible to obtain different degrees of emotional
behavior with which to evaluate the benefit of our pro-
posal.

A user request for closing the dialog is selected once the
system has provided the information define in the objec-
tive(s) of the dialog. The simulated dialogs that fulfil this
condition before a maximum number of turns are consid-
ered successful. The dialog manager considers that the di-
alog is unsuccessful and decides to abort it when the fol-
lowing conditions hold: (i) the dialog exceeds the maximum
number of user turns, specifie taking into account real di-
alogs for the task; (ii) the answer selected by the dialog man-
ager corresponds with a query not required by the user sim-
ulator; (iii) the web query manager generates an error warn-
ing because the user simulator has not provided the manda-
tory information needed to carry out the query; (iv) the nat-
ural language generation module generates an error when
the selected answer involves the use of a data not provided
by the user simulator. The user simulation technique was
used to acquire a total of 2,000 successful dialogs for the
task.

5 Evaluation process and discussion of results

For comparison purposes, we have developed two additional
systems that do not include the modules and agents pro-

posed: the baseline and simulated context-aware systems.
The baseline system does not carry out any adaptation to
the user, while the simulated context-aware system adapts
the dialog considering some of the strategies described in
Sect. 3.2, without being context-aware. In order to do so, it
decides the dialog strategy for the different emotional states
by taking into account the dialog state in terms of dialog
length and number of confirmation and repetitions, but it
does not incorporate the phonetic emotion recognizer or the
external context recognizer.

To assess the benefit of our proposal, we have evaluated
the context-aware system and compared it to the baseline
and simulated context-aware systems. In order to do so, 90
recruited users participated in the evaluation, aged 51 to 69
(mean 57.2), 67 % male, f ve with chronic pulmonary dis-
eases. Although not all users suffered from them, they were
recruited taking into account the age range which is more
affected by these disorders. Additionally, the design of the
application and its functionalities was carried out with the
continuous feedback of several patients and the medical per-
sonal that treats them.

A total of 900 dialogs were recorded from the in-
teractions of the recruited users. 30 users employed the
real context-aware system, 30 users employed the simu-
lated context-aware system, and 30 users employed the
baseline version of the system. The users were provided
with a brochure describing the scenarios that they were
asked to complete and main functionalities of the sys-
tem. A total of 40 scenarios were define to consider
the different queries that may be performed by users.
Each scenario specifie a set of objectives that had to
be fulfille by the user at the end of the dialog, and
they were designed to include and combine the com-
plete set of functionalities previously described for the
system. An example of the define scenarios is as fol-
lows:
User name: Luis Martín
Location: Reina Street
Date and Time: 2012-11-18, 15:35pm
Device: SmartPhone 00-00-45-5A-02-D9
Objective: Introduce new data in the logbook
and ask for the nearest pharmacy on duty.

For illustrative purposes, Fig. 4 shows a dialog corre-
sponding to the previous scenario acquired with the baseline
and real context-aware systems. Turns with S refer to system
turns, and turns with U refer to user turns. As it can be ob-
served, the real context-aware system shows a tendency of
providing the required services with higher agility and using
more natural answers than the baseline system.

To compare the different versions of the system, we com-
puted the mean value for the evaluation measures shown in
Table 2, which we extracted from different studies [3, 64,
132]. We then used two-tailed t -tests to compare the means
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S1:Welcome to the system. Please say or enter your four digit pin. No prompts personalization and user’s
adaptation.

U1: 1234.
S2: How can I help you? No information about preferred interests.
U2: I want to access the logbook functionality.
S3: Let’s begin with your oxygen saturation level. What is the percentage?
U3: 93.
S4:What is your heart rate?
U4: 76.
S5: And f nally, for your blood pressure you will be asked for the top number and then
the lower number. What is the top number of your blood pressure?
U5: 160.
S6: And what is the lower number?
U6: 86.
S7: Your readings have been successfully updated. According to them, your oxygen
saturation level is lower than yesterday. It can affect your physical ability. Anything
else?

No tips functionality.

U7:Which is the nearest pharmacy on duty?
S8: Tell me the name of the street. No information about current location.
U8: Reina Street
S9: Do you know the number?
U9: 86.
S10: The nearest pharmacy on duty is at Harbor Avenue. Anything else?
U10: No, thank you.
S11: Thanks for contacting the system. Have a nice day!

S1: Good afternoon Luis. Do you want to access the logbook functionality? Personalized prompt and the categories
preferred by the user are highlighted.

U1: Yes.
S2: Let’s begin with your oxygen saturation level. What is the percentage?
U2: 93.
S3:What is your heart rate?
U3: 76.
S4: And f nally, for your blood pressure you will be asked for the top number and then
the lower number. What is the top number of your blood pressure?
U4: 160.
S5: And what is the lower number?
U5: 86.
S6: Your readings have been successfully updated. According to them, your oxygen
saturation level is lower than yesterday. Do not forget to carry out your daily exercises,
they will help you to augment your pulmonary capacity. Anything else?

Personalized tips functionality activation.

U6:Which is the nearest pharmacy on duty?
S7: Given your current position, the nearest pharmacy on duty is at Harbor Avenue.
Anything else?

Current location automatically provided.

U7: No, thank you.
S8: Have a nice day! Do not forget to take your medication at the end of the day. Personalized prompt taking into account

previous interactions.

Fig. 4 An example of a dialog for the practical domain using the baseline system (above) or the real context-aware system (below)

across the different types of scenarios and users as described
in [3]. The significanc of the results was computed using
the SPSS software [78] with a significanc level of 95 %.3

In addition, we asked the recruited users to complete a
questionnaire to assess their subjective opinion about system
performance. The questionnaire had eight questions: (i) Q1:
How well did the system understand you?; (ii) Q2: How well
did you understand the system messages?; (iii) Q3: Was it
easy for you to get the requested information?; (iv) Q4: Was

3The degrees of freedom that SPSS employs for t-tests are N − 1 in
case the compared groups have the same number of samples (N ), and
N1 +N2 − 1 when they differ in the number of samples (N1 and N2).

the interaction rate adequate?; (v) Q5: If the system made
errors, was it easy for you to correct them?; (vi) Q6: How
much did you feel that the system cares about you?; (vii) Q7:
How much did you trust the system?; (viii) Q8: With which
frequency would you continue working with the system?
The possible answers for each one of the questions were
the same: Never/Not at all, Seldom/In some measure, Some-
times/Acceptably, Usually/Well, and Always/Very Well. All
the answers were assigned a numeric value between one
and f ve (in the same order as they appear in the ques-
tionnaire). The following subsections present the results ob-
tained for the four types of evaluation metrics previously de-
scribed.
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Table 2 Evaluation measures
based on the interaction
parameters

Dialog success

Dialog success rate (%success). The percentage of successfully completed tasks. In each scenario, the user
has to obtain one or several pieces of information, and the dialog success depends on whether the system
provides the correct data (according to the aims of the scenario) or incorrect data to the user

Average number of corrected errors per dialog (nCE)

The average of errors detected and corrected by the dialog manager. We have considered only the errors that
modify the values of the attributes and that could cause dialog failure

Average number of uncorrected errors per dialog (nNCE). The average of errors not corrected by the dialog
manager. Again, only errors that modify the values of the attributes are considered

Error correction rate (%ECR) is the percentage of corrected errors, computed as nCE/(nCE + nNCE)

High-level dialog features

Average number of turns per dialog (avgturns/dial)

Percentage of different dialogs (%diff )

Number of repetitions of the most seen dialog (#repMS)

Number of turns of the most seen dialog (#turnsMS)

Number of turns of the shortest dialog (#turnsSh)

Number of turns of the longest dialog (#turnsLo)

Ratio users vs. system actions (usAct/sysAct)

Dialog style/cooperativeness measures

System dialog acts: Confirmatio of concepts and attributes, Questions to require information, and Answers
generated after a database query

Confirmatio rate (%confir ) was computed as the ratio between the number of explicit confirmation turns
(nCT) and the number of turns in the dialog (nCT/nT)

User dialog acts: Request to the system, Provide information, Confirmation Yes/No answers, and Other
answers

Goal directed actions vs. grounding actions: Goal directed actions are requesting and providing
information, while grounding actions are explicit and implicit confirmations dialog formalities (greetings,
instructions, etc.) and unrecognized actions

5.1 Dialog success and high-level dialog features

By means of high-level dialog features, we evaluated the du-
ration of the dialogs, how much information was transmit-
ted in individual turns, and how active the dialog partici-
pants were. These dialog features cover the following statis-
tical properties: (i) Dialog length, measured as the mean and
shape of the distribution of the number of turns per task, the
number of turns of the shortest dialog, the number of turns
of the longest dialog, and the number of turns of the most
frequent dialog; (ii) Percentage of different dialogs in each
corpus and the number of repetitions of the most frequent
dialog; (iii) Turn length, measured by the number of actions
per turn; and (iv) Participant activity as a ratio of system and
user actions per dialog. Table 3 shows the comparison of the
different high-level measures for the baseline and context-
aware versions of the system.

As can be observed, the different systems could inter-
act correctly with the users in most cases, achieving success

Table 3 Results for the high-level dialog features

Baseline Simulated
context-aware
system

Real
context-aware
system

%success 85 % 89 % 94 %
nCE 0.83 0.87 0.90
nNCE 0.18 0.12 0.09
%ECR 81 % 88 % 92 %
avgturn/dial 13.4 12.6 8.6
%diff 76 % 80 % 89 %
#repMS 5 10 8
#turnsMS 9 9 7
#turnsSh 7 7 7
#turnsLo 17 15 15

rates higher than 85 % in a difficul domain in which only
spoken interaction is provided. However, the real context-
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aware system obtained a higher success rate, improving the
baseline system results by 9 % absolute. The simulated
context-aware system improved the success rate of the base-
line system by 4 %. In our opinion, this can be explained
by the use of the dialog context to modify the dialog initia-
tive (from mixed-initiative to system-initiative) and alternate
spoken and DTMF interaction modes. Combining this data
with that generated by the recognizer is very useful, given
that the real context-aware system improves the simulated
context-aware system by 5 %. This difference showed a sig-
nificanc value of 0.025 in the two-tailed t-test.

On the other hand, although the error correction rates
were also improved in absolute values by using the real
context-aware system, this relationship was not significan
in the t-test. Both results are explained by the fact that we
have not designed a specifi strategy to improve the recogni-
tion or understanding processes and decrease the error rate,
but rather our proposal for adaptation to the user state over-
comes these problems during the dialog once they are pro-
duced. From the results obtained for these measures, it can
also be observed the importance of considering the dialog
context for error detection and correction. This way, the sim-
ulated context-aware system achieves values for this set of
measures that are closer to the corresponding results ob-
tained by the real context-aware system.

Regarding the number of dialog turns, the real context-
aware system produced shorter dialogs (8.6 turns in aver-
age) compared to the number of turns of the baseline system
(13.4). This result was obtained with a 0.000 significanc
value in the t-test when compared to the number of turns
of the baseline system. Nevertheless, the comparison of the
results obtained for this measure in the real context-aware
system and the simulated context-aware system was not sig-
nifican in the t-test. Besides the low difference obtained
in the average number of turns for both systems (13.4 and
12.6 respectively), an in-depth study showed that the sim-
ulated context-aware system generated longer dialogs than
the baseline system in several scenarios. This could be due
to the simulation of the user’s emotional state in the sim-
ulated context-aware system, which caused false positives
in the detection of the angry emotional state and the conse-
quent activation of the system-initiative or DTMF interac-
tion mode when they were not really required.

The dialogs acquired with the baseline system have a
higher standard deviation (4.57) given that the proportion of
number of turns per dialog is more diverse. The dialogs gath-
ered with the context-aware system have a smaller deviation
(3.84) since the successful dialogs are usually those which
require the minimum number of turns to achieve the objec-
tive(s) predefine in the scenarios. The simulated context-
aware system obtained an intermediate value for the stan-
dard deviation (4.06).

As shown in Table 3, this general reduction in the num-
ber of turns is generalized also to the case of the longest,

Table 4 Percentage of different dialogs obtained

Percentage of
different dialogs

Baseline Simulated
context-aware
system

Real
context-aware
system

Difference at
intention level only

76 % 80 % 85 %

Difference at
user-state level
(intention + emotion)

76 % 82 % 89 %

shortest and most seen dialogs for the real context-aware
system. This might be because users have to explicitly pro-
vide and confir more information using the baseline sys-
tem, whereas the real context-aware system automatically
adapted the dialog to the user and the dialog history. This
way, users have more variability in order to provide the in-
formation that is needed to access the different services in
the baseline system. Although the reduction in the average
number of dialog turns between the real context-aware sys-
tem and the baseline system was significan (significanc
value of 0.018), the comparative between the results of the
longest, shortest and most seen dialogs for the three systems
provided a non-significan value in the t-test.

Table 4 sets out the results regarding the percentage of
different dialogs obtained. When we considered the dialogs
to be different only when a different sequence of user in-
tentions was observed, the percentage was lower using the
context-aware system, due an increment in the variability of
ways in which the users can provide the data required using
the context-aware system. This is consistent with the fact
that the number of repetitions of the most observed dialogs
is higher for the baseline system. When emotions were also
taken into account, i.e. when even with the same sequence of
intentions two dialogs were considered different if the emo-
tions observed were different, we obtained a higher percent-
age of different dialogs. However, this difference was low
because our user state recognizer tends to classify utterances
as emotional rather than neutral, as described in Sect. 3.2.
The difference between the values obtained for the simu-
lated context-aware system and the real context-aware sys-
tem can be explained because of the personalization of the
dialogs that is achieved with the introduction of the intention
recognizer and the user profiles

Regarding the dialog participant activity, the dialogs ac-
quired with the real context-aware version of the system
have a higher proportion of system actions, as less confi -
mations are required using this system. There is also a slight
reduction in the mean values of the turn length; these di-
alogs are statistically shorter, as they provide 1.26 actions
per user turn instead of the 1.49 actions provided by the
baseline dialogs and the 1.44 actions provided by the simu-
lated context-aware system. This is again because the users
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Fig. 5 Percentages of the different types of user dialog acts

have to explicitly provide and confir more information in
the baseline system. The results of the t-test in a compara-
tive analysis of this measure showed a significan difference
just in the comparison of the real context-aware system and
the baseline system (significanc value of 0.029).

5.2 Dialog style and cooperativeness measures

Dialog style and cooperativeness measures show the fre-
quency of different speech acts and reflec the proportion of
actions that are goal-directed (i.e. not indexed in dialog for-
malities). For dialog style features, we define and counted
a set of system/user dialog acts. On the system side, we mea-
sured the confirmatio of concepts and attributes, questions
to require information, and system answers generated after a
database query. On the user side, we measured the percent-
age of turns in which the user carries out a request to the sys-
tem, provides information, confirm a concept or attribute,
provides Yes/No answers, and gives other responses not in-
cluded in the previous categories. Finally, we have measured
the proportion of goal-directed actions (request and provide
information) versus the grounding actions (confirmations
and rest of actions.

Figures 5 and 6 respectively show the frequency of the
most predominant user and system dialog acts in the di-
alogs acquired with the three systems. On the system side,
S_request, S_confir , and S_inform indicate actions through
which the system respectively requests, confirms or pro-
vides information. S_other stands for other types of system
prompts (e.g, Waiting and Not-Understood dialog acts). On
the user side, U_provide, U_query, U_confir , and U_yesno
respectively identify actions by which the user provides, re-
quests, or confirm information or gives a yes/no answer,

Fig. 6 Percentages of the different types of system dialog acts in the
three systems

while U_other represents all other user actions (e.g, dialog
formalities or out of task information).

In both cases, it can be observed that there are signifi
cant differences in the distribution of dialog acts. On the one
hand, Fig. 5 shows that users need to provide less informa-
tion using the real context-aware system. This explains the
higher proportion for the rest of user actions with regard to
the baseline and the simulated context-aware systems (both
differences significan over 98 %). There is also a higher
proportion of yes/no actions for the context-aware dialogs,
which was not significan in the t-test. These actions are
mainly used to confir that the specifi queries have been
correctly provided using context information. The compar-
ison between the simulated context-aware and the baseline
systems showed that there is a slight increment of the user’s
turns providing and confirmin information. This might be
again due to the activation of the system-directed initiative
and DTMF modes in the simulated context-aware system
mainly to provide or confir item by item.

On the other hand, Fig. 6 shows that there is a reduc-
tion in the system requests when the real context-aware sys-
tem is used. This explains a higher proportion of the inform
and confirmatio system actions when this system is used
in comparison with the simulated context-aware and base-
line systems (both differences significan over 98 %). The
increment of the query and confirmatio system actions in
the simulated context-aware system has been considered as
an explanation of the increment of user actions providing in-
formation and user’s confirmation using this system. This
difference was non-significan in the two tailed t-test.

Additionally, we grouped all user and system actions into
three categories: “goal directed” (actions to provide or re-
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quest information), “grounding” (confirmation and nega-
tions), and “other”. Table 5 shows a comparison between
these categories. As can be observed, the dialogs provided
by the real context-aware system have a better quality, as the
proportion of goal-directed actions is higher than the values
obtained for the simulated context-aware and baseline sys-
tems. This difference showed a significanc value of 0.029
in the two-tailed t-test.

5.3 Users satisfaction and emotional behavior

Finally, Table 6 shows the average results obtained with re-
spect to the subjective evaluation carried out by the recruited
users. As can be observed, the three systems correctly under-
stand the different user queries and obtain a similar evalua-
tion regarding the user observed easiness in correcting errors
made by the ASR module. However, the real context-aware
system has a higher evaluation rate regarding the user ob-
served easiness in obtaining the data required to fulfil the
complete set of objectives define in the scenarios, as well as
the suitability of the interaction rate during the dialog. Rat-
ings of satisfaction, ease of use, trust, and desire to continue
using the system were also improved by the real context-
aware system. Together, these results indicate that the con-
versational agent represents a viable and promising medium
for helping patients with the described diseases.

The following main conclusions can also be extracted
from the analysis of the results obtained for the different
questions and systems. With regard to questions Q1 and Q2
(users understanding system responses and system under-
standing users responses), the analysis of the results showed

Table 5 Proportions of dialog spent on-goal directed actions, ground
actions and other possible actions

Baseline Simulated
context-aware
system

Real
context-aware
system

Goal directed actions 66.85 % 68.27 % 74.56 %
Grounding actions 31.97 % 30.42 % 24.38 %
Rest of actions 1.18 % 1.31 % 1.06 %

that there were not significan differences between the three
systems. This might be because the three systems integrated
the same ASR, NLU and TTS modules. A similar conclu-
sion can be extracted from the analysis of the facility of cor-
recting errors (question Q5), for which there is an agreement
between the results obtained for this subjective assessment
and the statistical analysis obtained for the error correction
rates (Sect. 5.1). In both cases, this relationship was not sig-
nifican in the t-test.

Regarding the ease of obtaining information (question
Q3) and the adequacy of the interaction rate (question Q4),
the real context-aware system improves the results obtained
with the simulated context-aware and the baseline systems.
These results agree with the reduction in the average num-
ber of dialog turns and highest percentage of goal-directed
actions achieved by the real context-aware system.

The same conclusion can be extracted from the analy-
sis of the users’ perception about the credibility and con-
cern transmitted by the system (questions Q6 and Q7). Users
also significantl prefer to continue working with the real
context-aware, which obtained the highest mean and lowest
standard deviation for question 8. In our opinion, this can
be explained by the user’s adaptation achieved by the in-
troduction of our proposal in the real context-aware system.
With regard the simulated context-aware system, a study of
the relationship between the subjective and objective evalu-
ations showed that there was a set of dialogs in which users
provided a negative opinion about the system due to the acti-
vation of the system-directed initiative and the use of system
apologies when they were not required. For this reason, the
simulated context-aware system achieves the highest stan-
dard deviation for these questions in the subjective assess-
ment.

6 Conclusions

The use of conversational agents for Ambient Assisted Liv-
ing in hand-held mobile devices implies very important
challenges to handle information about the user’s activity
and dynamically control and adapt the system behavior ac-
cordingly. In this paper, we contribute a framework which

Table 6 Results of the
subjective evaluation with real
users (for the mean value M:
1 = worst, 5 = best evaluation)

Baseline Simulated context-aware system Real context-aware system

Q1 M = 4.62, SD = 0.37 M = 4.54, SD = 0.42 M = 4.82, SD = 0.34
Q2 M = 3.65, SD = 0.24 M = 3.82, SD = 0.36 M = 3.93, SD = 0.27
Q3 M = 3.84, SD = 0.56 M = 3.91, SD = 0.77 M = 4.36, SD = 0.34
Q4 M = 3.43, SD = 0.28 M = 3.54, SD = 0.39 M = 4.24, SD = 0.29
Q5 M = 3.27, SD = 0.59 M = 3.43, SD = 0.36 M = 3.34, SD = 0.57
Q6 M = 3.71, SD = 0.41 M = 3.64, SD = 0.91 M = 4.30, SD = 0.35
Q7 M = 4.22, SD = 0.46 M = 4.05, SD = 1.03 M = 4.51, SD = 0.26
Q8 M = 3.80, SD = 0.42 M = 3.93, SD = 0.65 M = 4.47, SD = 0.36
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can be used to develop context-aware conversational agents
that can be easily integrated in hand-held mobile devices,
facilitating permanent and personalized access to healthcare
services. The framework proposed is comprised of an archi-
tecture in which different systems and modules cooperate to
provide adapted responses.

A method for predicting user states in conversational
agents has been incorporated to the architecture of the sys-
tem. These states are define as the combination of the user
emotional state and the predicted intention according to their
objective in the dialog.

The proposed method is implemented as a module com-
prised of an emotion recognizer and an intention recognizer.
The emotion recognizer obtains the user emotional state
from the acoustics of his utterance as well as the dialog his-
tory. The intention recognizer decides the next user action
and their dialog goal using a statistical approach that relies
on the previous user inputs and system prompts.

To store and share context information we have define
a data structure that manages user profiles These profile
include not only information external to the users, such
as their location, but also specifi information about their
pathologies (e.g., primary medications and prescribed doses,
changes in the level of physiological parameters) and their
needs and preferences using the system. Some of these pa-
rameters are automatically extracted from previous interac-
tions.

We have provided a complete implementation of our ar-
chitecture in a system that provides personalized context-
aware services for patients suffering from chronic pul-
monary diseases. To develop this system we have define
the complete requirements for the task and developed the
different modules and the necessary information to be in-
corporated in the user profile From a set of dialogs acquired
with recruited users, we have studied the influenc of con-
text information on the quality of the services that are pro-
vided by the system.

The results show that context information not only al-
lows a higher success rate in the provision of the adapted
services, but using context information, the time required
to provide the information can be reduced. In addition, the
quality of the interaction between the user and the system
is increased, as context-aware dialogs present a better ratio
of goal-directed actions selected by the system to success-
fully provide the different services. This way, actions that
might discourage users (e.g., confirmation or re-request of
information) are reduced.

As future work, we want to carry out a detailed study with
a large number of patients in a continuous use of the sys-
tem during several months. We are also interested in extend-
ing and evaluating our proposal considering additional fea-
tures for the intention and emotion recognizers. With regard
to emotion recognition, an interesting extension of the de-
scribed proposal is based on its combination with sentiment

analysis approaches analyzing the text transcription hypoth-
esis provided by the ASR module [109, 110]. Regarding the
intention recognizer, we want to also consider the commu-
nication and misunderstanding errors previously detected as
an additional feature for each user to avoid them in future
interactions.
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